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Naruko Onsen 



Time Table 

 
1st day (Wednesday, 9, Aug., 2017) 

08:40 Meeting time (Sakura hall in Katahira)  
09:00 Bus departure time 
10:30 Arrive 
10:50 Opening ceremony 
11:10 Short presentation I 
12:30 Lunch 
13:30 Poster session I 
14:20 Break time 
14:40 Short presentation II 
16:00 Break time 
16:20 Poster session II 
17:10 Free time 
18:30 Dinner 
20:30 Banquet 
 
2nd day (Thursday, 10, Aug., 2017) 

08:00 Breakfast / Check out 
09:00 Lecture I (Prof. Oishi) 
10:10 Lecture II (Prof. Okuyama) 
11:30 Bas departure time 
13:00 Arrival (Sakura hall in Katahira) 
 
 

About place 
Naruko kanko hotel(1 ) 

〒989-6823 1  
Tel.0229-83-2333 

 



No. Presentation title Presenter Grade Lab.

A-1
Local structure of 5-V-class cathode LiCoMnO4 thin
film by soft X-ray absorption fine structure

Norikazu Ishigaki D2 Kawamura

A-2
Lithium diffusion coefficient in LiMn2O4 thin film
measured by SIMS

Masakatsu Nakane D1 Kawamura

A-3

Investigation of Mechanism of Reaction Distribution
Formation in Composite Cathodes for Li Ion Batteries
by Using Operando X-ray Transmission Imaging and
Two-dimensional X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

Kazuki Chiba M2 Amezawa

A-4
A study on electronic state of cathode/interface of all-
solid-state lithium-ion batteries by depth-resolved X-
ray absorption spectroscopic approach

Mahunnop Fakkao D2 Amezawa

A-5
Evaluation of mechanical properties of layered oxide
electrode materials for all solid-state lithium ion
secondary batteries

Keichiro Mitani M1 Oishi

A-6
Constructing high energy-density rechargeable batteries
with Li-Mg dual-ion

Hongyi Li D2 Ichitsubo

A-7
Development of New Prototype Systems for High
Energy Density Mg Rechargeable Batteries

Kohei Shimokawa D1 Ichitsubo

A-8
Preparation and oxygen storage capacity of MFe2O4-
added CeO2-ZrO2 composites (M = Co, Mn)

Yoko Sugawara M1 Takamura

A-9
Performance evaluation of co-electrolysis of CO2 and
H2Oin Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cell

Shun Hatakeyama M2 KawadaYashiro

A-10
Evaluation of the reaction site of La0.6Sr0.4CoO3
Cathode with pattern electrode

Takaya Hoshi M2 KawadaYashiro

A-11
Surface oxygen adsorption on SOFC cathode evaluated
by TPD

Emi Takahashi M1 KawadaYashiro

A-12 Measuring thermal properties of SOFC Ryoichi Tahara M1 KawadaYashiro
A-13 Oxygen potential simulation with experimental model Kota Watanabe M1 KawadaYashiro

A-14
Increasing Performance and Durability of Metal
Supported Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

Zaka Ruhma D1 KawadaYashiro

A-15
The oxygen permeation properties of surface-modified
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ membrane at low
temperatures

Yoshiaki Hayamizu D3 Takamura

A-16
Morphology control and conductivity enhancement in
oxides by using molten carbonate

Hibiki Ishizima M2 Takamura

A-17 Oxygen-nonstoichiometry of YMnO3 Yafeng Du M1 Amezawa

A-18
Cation size effect on proton conductivity of
Ln0.9Sr0.1InO3-δ�(Ln = La, Nd, Sm, Gd)

Shogo Kato M1 Okuyama

A-19
Performance of protonic ceramic fuel cells using
proton-conducting oxide

Keishi Abe M1 Okuyama

A-20
Potential and Impedance Simulation in Multispecies
Conductors for Protonic Ceramic Fuel Cells: a
Transmission Line-based Approach

Arthur Bourdon M2 KawadaYashiro

A-21
Evaluation of Electrical Conduction Properties of Mg
doped GaN

Tomomi Sato M2 Amezawa

A-22
Development of Novel Semiconductor Showing large
DOS in the Vicinity of Its Band Gap

Akihiro Ishii D2 Takamura

A-23
Fabrication of β-NaGaO2 thin film by Mist-CVD
method(1)

Ayako Kakinuma M2 Omata

A-23
Fabrication of β-NaGaO2 thin film by Mist-CVD
method(2)

Sayuri Takemura M1 Omata

Presentation schedule
Short presentation for poster session I (1st day 11:10-)



No. Presentation title Presenter Grade Lab.

B-1
Lithium Tracer Diffusion Coefficients in LixMn2O4
thin films

Daiki Maeda M2 Kawamura

B-2
Composition dependence of Li self-diffusion coefficient
in LixCoO2 thin films measured by SIMS

Gen Hasegawa M2 Kawamura

B-3
Improvement of electrode performance of Li-rich LIB
cathodes by electrochemical extraction of oxygen

Hongze Gao M2 Amezawa

B-4
Investigation of the reaction mechanism at composite
cathode in all-solid-state lithium-ion batteries by two-
dimensional X-ray absorption spectroscopy (2D-XAS)

Soyoka Osaki M1 Amezawa

B-5
Change in chemical potential as seen alteration of
electromotive force due to stress

Takaya Oide M1 Amezawa

B-6
Preparation and lithium-ion conduction of lithium
hydro-closo-borates

Akira Takano D3 Takamura

B-7
Structural and Electrochemical Analysis of MgMn2O4
for Rechargeable Magnesium Battery

Takuya Hatakeyama M1 Ichitsubo

B-8
Solar thermochemical cycle for splitting CO2 by using
nonstoichiometric oxides

Ryo Hishinuma M1 KawadaYashiro

B-9
Performance evaluation of LSC-GDC composite
cathode for SOFC

Jun-ichi Sakuraba M2 KawadaYashiro

B-10
Fabrication and performance evaluation of nanoscale
La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 cathode derived from Metal Organic
Deposition

Yuki Amano M1 KawadaYashiro

B-11
Investigation of the deterioration in the fuel electrode of
the solid oxide electrolysis cell (SOEC)

Takayasu Uchi M2 KawadaYashiro

B-12 Measuring distribution in SOFC Ten-yo Zukawa M2 KawadaYashiro

B-13
Contribution of Electrochemical Reaction through
Triple Phase Boundaries in a Mixed Ionic and
Electronic Conducting SOFC cathode

Keita Mizuno M1 Amezawa

B-14
Investigation of Cr-poisoning and degradation in SOFC
cathodes by using model patterned electrodes

Shota Kageyama B4 Amezawa

B-15
Elucidation of the electrochemical reaction pathway in
PCFC cathode

Yuki Shinomiya M2 Amezawa

B-16
Mixed Ionic Electronic Conductivity of
Ba0.9Nd0.1In1-xMnxO3-δ

Yukio Cho M2 Takamura

B-17
Responsibility and stability of the electromotive force
for hydrogen sensor using proton-conducting oxide

Kazuya Kuwasako B4 Okuyama

B-18
The effect of alkaline earth ion species on the proton
mobility in phosphate glasses

Takuya Yamaguchi D3 Omata

B-19
Reduction the ohmic resistance of proton conducting
phosphate glass by thinning the glass

Masataka Tashiro M1 Omata

B-20
Electrical conductivity of acceptor-doped BaZrO3
prepared under high pressure

Hiroaki Kawamori M1 Takamura

B-21
The influence of grain boundary on fluoride ionic
conductivity of (La, Ba)F3

Kota Motohashi M2 Amezawa

B-22
Evaluation of Ionic Conduction in Organic-Inorganic
Hybrid Perovskites

Yosuke Matsukawa M1 Amezawa

B-23 The phase change behavior of strained GST thin-film Shinji Watanabe M1 Ichitsubo

Presentation schedule
Short presentation for poster session II(1st day 14:40-)
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University of Tokushima 
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Yuji Okuyama 

University of Miyazaki 
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Name � Koji AMEZAWA 
Laboratory � AMEZAWA 
Course � IMRAM & Mech. System Eng. 
Hometown � Yokkaichi, Mie 
Hobby �  Running, Muscle training, Mineral 

collecting, Making sweets, Fishing,,, more 
 

YOLO! Gotta have fun! 
 

I think there must be a little bit of talent there, but talent doesn’t take you a long way. I’m lucky I 

found something I liked to do. 

 

If you want to become the best runner you can be, start now. Don't spend the rest of your life 

wondering if you can do it. 

 

If you like it, pursue it. 

- Words by Priscilla Welch who won the 1987 NY city marathon at age 42 

 
Name �Yuta Kimura 
Laboratory �Amezawa lab. 
Job �Assistant Professor 
Hometown �Niigata 
Hobby �Running 

 
Self-introduction 

 
1987 Born in Niigata 

2006 Entered Tohoku University, Faculty of engineering 

2008 Assigned to Kawada and Amezawa lab. 

2010 Graduated at Tohoku University, Faculty of engineering 

2012 Graduated at Graduate School of Environmental Studies, Tohoku University (Kawada and 

Amezawa lab.) 

2015 Got PhD degree from Graduate School of Environmental Studies, Tohoku University 

(Kawada lab.) 

2015 Became a Post-doc. at IMRAM Tohoku University (Amezawa lab.) 

2016 Became an Assistant Professor at IMRAM Tohoku University (Amezawa lab.)  

Self-introduction and Poster abstract 
Amezawa Lab. 



Name � Mahunnop Fakkao 
Laboratory � Amezawa Laboratory  
Course � Grad. Sch. Engineering, D2 
Hometown � Bangkok, Thailand 
Hobby � SPring-8 Sightseeing 
 

A study on electronic state of cathode/interface of all-solid-state lithium-ion 
batteries by depth-resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopic approach 

 
Currently, the all-solid-state lithium-ion batteries (ASSLIBs) become a hot issue for the 

next generation development. Although the recent ASSLIBs could promise the superior thermal 

robustness and also the capability to achieve higher energy and power densities compared to the 

conventional lithium-ion batteries using organic liquid electrolyte, the large interfacial resistance 

between the electrode and solid electrolyte that contributed the sluggish reaction process is 

obstructed the practical use. In order to understand the interfacial phenomena, the depth-resolved 

x-ray absorption spectroscopy was applied to evaluate the electronic state near the Fermi level of the 

thin-film cathode and the interface with solid electrolyte in ASSLIBs. 

 
Name �Kazuki Chiba 
Laboratory �Amezawa lab. 
Course �Grad. Sch. of Engineering, M2 
Hometown �Iwate, Japan 
Hobby �Soccer 

Investigation of Mechanism of Reaction Distribution Formation in Composite 
Cathodes for Li Ion Batteries by Using Operando X-ray Transmission Imaging and 

Two-dimensional X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
 

It is known that, under high rate charging/discharging, the present composite cathodes for 

LIBs often show lower capacity than expected. One of the reasons of such a capacity loss is reaction 

distribution formation in the composite cathode. We have proposed to use a model composite 

cathode and applied two-dimensional X-ray absorption spectroscopy (2D-XAS) to this model 

cathode to observe the reaction distribution. From this result, it was considered salt concentration 

distribution influenced the reaction distribution formation. In this study, we performed operando 

observation of the salt concentration distribution by using X-ray transmission imaging. Taking into 

account, we discussed the influence of the salt concentration distribution on the reaction distribution 

formation. 



Name �Gao Hongze 
Laboratory �Amezawa Lab. 
Course �Grad. Sch. Engineering, M2 
Hometown �Qinghai, China 
Hobby �photography, cooking 
 

Improvement of electrode performance of Li-rich LIB cathodes 
by electrochemical extraction of oxygen 

 
Li rich Li-Mn-Ni-O series oxides are promising candidate for high capacity cathodes. 

During the first charge, an oxygen loss proceeds in this material, and their electrochemical properties 

change drastically. While oxygen loss is important phenomena which significantly affect the 

electrochemical performance of Li rich cathodes, their mechanism are not well understood at the 

present stage. In this work, detail oxygen loss behavior is studied for the control of oxygen loss 

phenomena. In this experiment, the mechanism of oxygen lose, and the influence of electric 

chemistry with oxygen non-stoichiometry will be studied.  

 

 

 

Name �Kota Motohashi 
Laboratory �Amezawa lab. 
Course �Mechanical Engineering, M2 
Hometown �Urawa, Saitama 
Hobby �soccer 
 

The influence of grain boundary on fluoride ionic conductivity of (La, Ba)F3 
 

(La, Ba)F3 is expected as a solid fluoride ion conductor. It is reported that the conductivity 

of single crystal (La, Ba)F3 is much higher than polycrystalline samples. This suggested that the 

grain boundary resistance affects the ionic conductivity. However, the influence of the grain 

boundary on the ionic transport properties in (La, Ba)F3 is not understood deeply. In this study, we 

aimed to understand the influence of grain boundary on ionic conductivity of (La, Ba)F3. 

 

 
 
 

 



Name �Tomomi Sato 
Laboratory �Amezawa Lab. 
Course �Mechanical Engineering, M2 
Hometown �Tomiya, Japan 
Hobby �Listening to music 
 

Evaluation of Electrical Conduction Properties of Mg doped GaN 
 

Mg doped GaN is one of important semiconducting materials because it has a wide band 

gap and high temperature stability. It is known that Mg doped GaN incorporates hydrogen 

from ambient H2
 atmosphere during their crystal growth. The incorporated hydrogen is 

decomposed by thermal annealing at high temperature, typically above 400 °C in N2 atmosphere. 

From another point of view, this fact implies that the Mg doped GaN has the potential to become 

proton conductor at intermediate temperature. Based on the above-mentioned idea, in this study, we 

synthesized Mg doped GaN and evaluated its electrical conduction properties. 

 
 
 

Name �Yuki Shinomiya 
Laboratory �Amezawa laboratory 
Course �Mechanical Engineering, M2 
Hometown �Ibaraki Prefecture 
Hobby �Traveling 

 
Elucidation of the electrochemical reaction pathway in PCFC cathode 

 

Recently, proton conducting fuel cell (PCFC) as intermediate temperature operating SOFC 

is expected. In order to improve the performance of PCFC, it is essential to improve the performance 

of cathode with high polarization resistance. However, electrochemical reaction mechanisms of 

cathode that provide appropriate materials development and electrode design guidelines have not yet 

been elucidated. This is due to the fact that two kinds of reaction pathways coexist and it is difficult 

to quantitatively evaluate each route. Therefore, we are trying to elucidate the reaction mechanism 

and pathway of cathode by evaluating the model pattern electrode which distinguishes the reaction 

route. 

 
 



 
Name �Du Yafeng / (Lucas) 
Laboratory �Amezawa Lab 
Course �Mechanical Engineering, M1 
Hometown �Hefei, Anhui province 
Hobby �Basketball, Badminton, Tennis, Dance 

 
Oxygen-nonstoichiometry of YMnO3 

 
YMnO3 is known as a multiferroic material. However, excess oxygen happens inside YMnO3 

with the changing PO2 and temperature caused some attention considering it would be possible as a 

p-type conductor and electrode in SOFC. In my research, firstly the connections need to be 

determined between the quantities of Oxygen excess and affecting factors:PO2 and temperature by 

coulometric titration and high temperature micro balance. Then, we use this information as a key to 

study how the oxygen-nonstoichiometry (oxygen absorption and release) affects structure and other 

properties like electron and ion conductivities we are going to evaluate. 

 
 
 

Name �Yosuke Matsukawa 
Laboratory �Amezawa Lab. 
Course �MC1 
Hometown �Taiwa town, Miyagi 
Hobby �Listening to music, Snowboarding 
 

Evaluation of Ionic Conduction in Organic-Inorganic Hybrid Perovskites 
 

Some organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites exhibit excellent photovoltaic properties and 

have been studied as the light-harvesting active layer for solar cells. Recently, it was reported that 

CH3NH3PbI3, which is one of hybrid perovskites, showed mixed ionic/electronic conduction. 

Although the reported ionic conductivity in CH3NH3PbI3 was not high, this indicated the possibility 

that hybrid perovskites can be a new group of ionic conductors. We synthesized one of hybrid 

perovskites, NH4MgF3, and investigated its electrical conductivity. NH4MgF3 doped with Li was 

also examined, in which we expected to promote fluoride ion conduction due to the fluorine-vacancy 

formation by replacing a part of Mg2+ in NH4MgF3 with monovalent Li+. It was confirmed that 

Li-doped NH4MgF3 had electric conductivity of 10-3 S�cm-1 at 150 �C. 



 
Name � Keita Mizuno 
Laboratory � Amezawa Lab. 
Course � Mechanical Engineering, M1 
Hometown � Tokyo 
Hobby � Rabbit 

 
Contribution of Electrochemical Reaction through Triple Phase Boundaries 

in a Mixed Ionic and Electronic Conducting SOFC cathode 
 
 In a porous mixed ionic and electronic conducting SOFC cathode, it is believed that the 

electrode reaction proceeds mostly through double phase boundaries (DPBs) of ambient 

gas/electrode rather than triple phase boundaries (TPBs) of the gas/electrode/electrolyte due to its 

high ionic conductivity. However, in our previous work, we experimentally clarified that the 

electrochemical active region in such an electrode was no longer than 10 µm from the 

electrode/electrolyte interface, implying that TPB reaction may contributes to the total reaction. In 

this study, we proposed model patterned electrodes and investigated the contribution of the reaction 

through TPBs in a mixed conducting electrode by using operando micro X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy and electrochemical measurements. 

 
 

Name �Takaya Oide 
Laboratory �Amezawa Lab. 
Course �M1 
Hometown �Tochigi, Japan 
Hobby �Automobile 

 
Change in chemical potential as seen alteration of electromotive force due to stress 
 

From past research, it has been reported that the stress generated in All Solid Lithium Ion 

Battery (LIB) changes physical properties, but not been revealed each quantitative relationship of the 

stress and the property. Among them, we consider that the quantitative relationship of the stress and 

the chemical potential will be obtained by using Four-Point Bending Tester (This tester applies the 

share stress to the thin film electrode on the substrate.). And, finally we can detect the change of 

chemical potential due to an influence of the single lattice in the electrode altered elastically by share 

stress. 



Name Soyoka Osaki 
Laboratory Amezawa lab 
Course MC1 
Hometown Miyagi 
Hobby Scuba diving 
 

Investigation of the reaction mechanism at composite cathode in all-solid-state 
lithium-ion batteries by two-dimensional X-ray absorption spectroscopy (2D-XAS) 
 

Bulk-type all-solid-state lithium-ion batteries (ASSLIBs) were expected to solve the 

problems of conventional lithium ion batteries. Since the uses of solid electrolyte can theoretically 

surpass a limit of the conventional lithium-ion secondary batteries. However, ASSLIB has a problem, 

that is, the low power density due to its complexity of composite electrode and the large interfacial 

resistance at electrode/solid electrolyte interface. Therefore, in this study, we aim to elucidate the 

reaction mechanism by examining the reaction distribution of the positive electrode at the time of 

charging and discharging by drawing the state-of-charge mapping via the two-dimensional X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy (2D-XAS). 

 
Name �Shota Kageyama 
Laboratory �Amezawa Lab 
Course �Mechanical Engineering, B4 
Hometown �Iwate 
Hobby �Soccer 

 
Investigation of Cr-poisoning and degradation in SOFC cathodes 

by using model patterned electrodes 
 

Degradation of cathode is one of the serious problems in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). It 

is known that some degradation phenomena is caused by the deposition of Cr-containing oxides. 

This phenomena is called Cr-poisoning and may be related to polarization in SOFC cathodes. In our 

study, the purpose is to systematically investigate degradation and Cr-poisoning phenomena in 

SOFC cathodes by using model patterned electrodes, which can remove effects of the complicated 

microstructure in the porous electrodes and have double-phase boundaries (DPB) and triple-phase 

boundaries (TPB). The reaction at TPB cannot be ignored in mixed ionic and electronic conductor, 

which is cathode material (La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ), so we are focusing Cr-poisoning phenomena when 

reaction occurs not only DPB but also TPB. 



Ichitsubo Lab. 

Name �Tetsu Ichitsubo 
Laboratory �Ichitsubo Lab. 
Course �IMR, Professor 
Hometown �Osaka city  
Hobby �Classic piano, Drinking!  
 

 
 
Dr. Tetsu Ichitsubo graduated from Kyoto University in 1995, and he received Ph. D 
degree from Kyoto University in 2000. He is focusing on various types of phase 
transformation in terms of controlling microstructure of materials. Especially, through 
of his research life, he has studied strain effects on phase transformation, including 
order-disorder structural phase transition, phase separation, electrochemical phase 
change, photoinduced phase change, etc. Especially, he loves to play the piano... I want 
to buy a piano for practice!!  

 
 
 
 
 
Name �Norihiko L. OKAMOTO 
Laboratory �Ichitsubo Lab. 
Course �Institute for Materials Research 
Hometown �Kyoto 
Hobby �Tennis, Golf, Piano, Running 
 

Novice in the Ionics Field 
I have been studying in the fields of thermoelectricity, plastic deformation and high-
temperature structural materials. I am a stranger in this ionics field, so please treat me as 
it. 
 
 
 
 

 



Name �Hiroshi Tanimura 
Laboratory �Ichitsubo Lab. 
Course �Institute of Materials Research 
Hometown �Takarazuka, Hyogo 
Hobby �physics, muscular workout 
 

 
As a trainee. 

Although I studied the material for batteries, solid ionic conductor in my graduated 
course, my current research field is the optical properties of solids. On this occasion, I 
want re-study about the field of ionics, as the aged student. 

 
 
 

 
Name �Hongyi Li 
Laboratory �Ichitsubo Lab. 
Course �D2 
Hometown �Harbin, China 
Hobby �Video Games, workout 
 

 
Constructing high energy-density rechargeable batteries with Li-Mg dual-ion 

 
There is a growing demand for high energy-density rechargeable batteries to construct 
high performance electric vehicles and renewable energy storage systems. In this study, 
knowledge and technologies of Li-ion batteries (LIBs) and Mg rechargeable batteries 
(MRBs) are combined to construct high energy-density batteries with Li-Mg dual-ion. 
By allowing Li+ and Mg2+ to participate electrode reactions at the same time, 
advantages of Li+ and Mg2+ are utilized, and intrinsic problems of LIBs and MRBs, 
such as dendritic growth of Li during charging and sluggish diffusion behavior of Mg 
inside cathodes, are improved significantly.  
 
 
 
 

 



Name �Kohei Shimokawa 
Laboratory �Ichitsubo Lab. 
Course �D1 
Hometown �Uji, Kyoto 
Hobby �Walking, Cycling, Climbing 
 

 
Development of New Prototype Systems for  

High Energy Density Mg Rechargeable Batteries 
 
Development of high potential rechargeable batteries (i.e., combining higher energy 
densities, higher safety, lower cost, etc.) is strongly demanded for large-scale energy 
storage technologies such as electronic vehicles. Although lithium ion batteries (LIBs) 
are currently used for these purposes, their energy densities are approaching the 
theoretical limit. Therefore, I’m trying to develop new prototype systems of Mg 
rechargeable batteries (MRBs) using spinel oxides (MgCo2O4, MgFe2O4, etc.) for the 
cathode materials, which can, in principle, achieve higher energy densities than those of 
conventional LIBs. I will talk about the current status of the development of cathode 
materials and electrolytes for MRBs. 
 

 Name �Takuya Hatakeyama 
Laboratory �Ichitsubo Lab. 
Course �Material Science, M1 
Hometown �Takizawa, Iwate 
Hobby �Softtennis, jogging 
 

 
Structural and Electrochemical Analysis of MgMn2O4 for Rechargeable 

Magnesium Battery 
 
Rechargeable magnesium batteries have a potential to meet both demands for high 
energy density and safety performance; however, the challenge is lack of appropriate 
cathode material. According to a previous study, MgMn2O4 is a promising candidate 
because of the high redox potential during Mg2+ insertion and extraction accompanied 
by phase transition from the original spinel structure. I would like to discuss mainly 
about the stability of the Mg-deficient crystal structure.  
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Name �Shinji Watanabe 
Laboratory �Ichitsubo Lab. 
Course �Material Science 
Hometown �Yaita, Tochigi 
Hobby �Futsal 
 

 
The phase change behavior of strained GST thin-film 

 
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) are widely used for recording media. For further 

integration and faster writing process, it is very important to understand phase change 
behavior in Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST), the one of most conventional PCMs. In recent research, 
it is revealed that GST thin-film is easily deformed to <111> direction compared with 
the other directions. As the reason for that, it is pointed that Ge atom displaces to 
equivalent 8 directions by the laser excitation. This equivalency can be changed by the 
lattice mismatch or difference of thermal expansion with substrate. Therefore, the 
possibility of controlling phase change behavior of GST thin-film by strain is indicated. 
First, I’ll discuss the effect of strain on phase change behavior of thin-film GST. 
 



Kawada Lab. 

 
Name �Tatsuya Kawada 
Laboratory �Distributed Energy Systems Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies 
Hometown �Maebashi, Gunma 
Hobby �Drinking, Eating, and Sleeping 
 

 
Enjoy Life, Enjoy Research! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name �Keiji Yashiro 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies 
Hometown �Kanagawa, Japan 
Hobby �Playing with the baby, Reading,  

Art appreciation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    



Name �Zaka Ruhma 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, D1 
Hometown �Indonesia 
Hobby �Making new friend 
 

 
Increasing Performance and Durability of Metal Supported Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 

 

Performance and durability of metal supported solid oxide fuel cell can be significantly increased by 

inserting a metallic layer either below anode or above cathode, which acts as a mechanical support. 

Not only it acts as a mechanical support, its metallic properties which basically provide better 

thermal and electrical conductivity. Considering the fabrication process of this metal supported solid 

oxide fuel cell, it has a promise to be manufactured automatically by means of robot-controlled 

plasma spraying equipment. In my research, I tried to make the relationship between plasma 

spraying condition, layer quality, and performance. 
 

Name �Arthur Bourdon 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M2 
Hometown �Calais, Republic of Gaikoku 
Hobby �ToyStory Attraction,  

Tokyo DisneySea 
 

 
Potential and Impedance Simulation in Multispecies Conductors for Protonic 

Ceramic Fuel Cells: a Transmission Line-based Approach 
 
A major source of complexity in proton-conducting perovskites for PCFC is their mixed ionic-

electronic conductivity that involve three carriers. This makes the direct simulation approach 

challenging enough to seek more straightforward ways to obtain approximate potential or impedance 

values. Equivalent circuits which take the form of transmission lines have been applied with great 

success to mixed conductor electrolytes in the past. In this research, we extend this approach to 

protonic conductors with multispecies conductivity. A simulation code implementing a modified 

transmission line, dynamically updated over time, is written in C++, applied to the most significant 

PCFC electrolyte candidates and compared with experiments. 



Name �Shun Hatakeyama 
Laboratory �Kawada	/Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M2 
Hometown �Akita 
Hobby �Basketball, Darts, Drinking 
 

 
Performance evaluation of co-electrolysis of CO2 and H2O  

in Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cell 
 
High temperature CO2/H2O co-electrolysis using Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cells (SOECs) is the 

desirable approach to consume CO2 and produce syngas (CO+H2). In this study, the electrochemical 

performance of co-electrolysis on Ni/YSZ electrode (cathode) for different gas compositions was 

investigated at 1073K to evaluate the influence of the change in gas composition on co-electrolysis. 

The electrochemical performance was measured by AC impedance and DC polarization 

measurement, and exhaust gas was analyzed by gas chromatography. The results showed that the 

degradation on Ni/YSZ electrode progressed at high CO2 concentration, and the reaction on Ni/YSZ 

electrode was inhibited at low H2 concentration. 

 

Name �Takaya Hoshi 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M2 
Hometown �Fukushima 
Hobby �magic 
 

 
Evaluation of the reaction site of La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 Cathode with pattern electrode 

 
La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 (LSC-64), cathode material for SOFC, has two reaction sites for cathode 
reaction because it can conduct not only electron but also oxygen ion. One of two 
reaction sites is surface, and another is triple phase boundary (TPB) which is boundary 
of electrode, electrolyte and gas phase. Generally, it’s thought that main reaction site of 
LSC-64 electrode is surface. And it’s not clear how does TPB contribute to cathode 
reaction. I make patterned dense film cathodes with different TPB length on 
Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 electrolytes, and compare the performance of them to evaluate 
contribution of TPB to cathode reaction. 



Name �Sakuraba Junichi 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M2 
Hometown �Akita 
Hobby �Tennis 
 

 
Performance evaluation of LSC-GDC composite cathode for SOFC 

 
SOFC has attracted a lot of attention as high efficient generator, but further expansion of application 

of them requires lowering operating temperature. La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ (LSC64), which is known as a 

good cathode material for IT-SOFC, have been studied to develop high performance cathode. Then I 

focused on composite cathode of LSC and GDC (Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-δ). Previous studies have reported 

introducing GDC to LSCF (La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ) improved cathode performance. One possibility 

is that GDC contributed as bulk diffusion pass in that case, but it is necessary to consider bulk 

diffusion of LSC in the case of LSC-GDC. In this study, performance and reaction area of cathode 

was evaluated based on area specific conductivity and chemical capacitance obtained from EIS.  

 

Name �Takayasu Uchi 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M2 
Hometown �Chiba, Japan 
Hobby �guitar 

 
Investigation of the deterioration in the fuel electrode  

of the solid oxide electrolysis cell (SOEC) 
 
Over the past few years, there has been an increased interest in solid oxide electrolysis 

cell(SOEC). SOEC is the device that electrolyzes water vapor at high temperature and 

can product hydrogen with high efficiency. But, for practical use, durability is one of 

the critical issue and mechanism of degradation is not evident yet. Generally, Ni/YSZ is 

used as a fuel electrode material of SOEC, and my study have focused on that. This 

study was conducted to evaluate the fuel electrode degradation by using 

electrochemical techniques in long-term durability test. Furthermore, scanning 

electron microscopy(SEM) was carried out to investigate microstructural changes after 

long-term durability test. 



Name �Tenyo Zukawa 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M2 
Hometown �Saitama Japan 
Hobby �triathlon 
 

 
Measuring distribution in SOFC 

 
Recent years, environmental and energy problem become serious and it is necessary to resolve that 

as soon as possible. SOFC attracts attention as an effective device to help resolving. In order to 

spread popularization of SOFC, it needs to improve durability and reliability, but it’s difficult to find 

damages on cell at operation condition. Some attempts have been made to evaluate temperature or 

current distribution in the cell applying simulation. Simulating distribution is useful to achieving 

high durability and reliability, and it needs to measure distribution using direct observation to make 

simulation accurate. In my research, I measured current distribution of tubular cell. 

 
 

Name �Yuki Amano 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M1 
Hometown �Yokohama�Kanagawa 
Hobby �Movie , Ball game 
 

 
 Fabrication and performance evaluation of nanoscale La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 cathode 

derived from Metal Organic Deposition 
 

SOFC is needed lower operating temperature at intermediate range of 500-700�.The motivation are 

an increased life time and reducing cost and so on. At low temperature , the losses associated with 

the electrochemical reaction at cathode increase drastically. My study is fabrication of high 

performance LSC thin film cathode made by Metal Organic Deposition. MOD was used to fabricate 

nanoscaled electrode at low temperature sintering(700�). Nanoscaled LSC cathode has much 

surface area for the oxygen surface exchange reaction. Phase structure was investigated XRD and 

SEM., performance of electrode was investigated EIS. 

 



Name �Ryo Hishinuma 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies,M1 
Hometown �Fukushima, Japan 
Hobby �Aikido 
 

 
Solar thermochemical cycle for splitting CO2 by using nonstoichiometric oxides 

 
Multi-step thermochemical cycle using solar energy for CO2 dissociation has been studied as new 

technology for sustainable society. This technique makes it possible to produce fuels from CO2 to 

transport and store solar energy resource. As a redox material in the cycle, nonstoichiometric oxides 

are studied actively. In this study, Ce0.8Zr0.15Sc0.05O2-δ was prepared. Sc was doped to ceria-zirconia 

as third metal in order to increase amount of available oxygen vacancies and to improve oxidation-

reduction kinetics. We investigated thermodynamic and kinetic properties of Ce0.8Zr0.15Sc0.05O2-δ; 

oxygen nonstoichiometry, bulk diffusion coefficient and surface reaction rate. 

 
 

Name �Ryoichi Tahara 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental studies, M1 
Hometown �Kochi, Japan 
Hobby �Manga 
 

 
Title Measuring thermal properties of SOFC 

 
SOFC is a fuel cell which has a high electrical efficiency in high temperature (973K~), but 

components of SOFC are influenced by its high temperature and deteriorate, which is one of the 

most important problems of SOFC. Therefore, it is necessary for long-term durability to measure 

thermal properties of various components of SOFC and perform thermal simulation in turning on 

/off when happens high thermal gradient. I measure thermal conductivity of Gd-doped ceria while 

changing doped amount of Gd in oxidation/reduction atmosphere. 

 

 

 



Name �Emi Takahashi 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yashiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M1 
Hometown �Miyagi 
Hobby �YOSAKOI 
 

 
Surface oxygen adsorption on SOFC cathode evaluated by TPD 

 
 La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ (LSC64) is an attractive cathode material of SOFC. However, oxygen reduction 

path on LSC64 surface is still unclear. Temperature-Programed Desorption (TPD) is the technique of 

evaluating adsorbed species on the material surfaces. TPD experiments of LSC64 showed two 

oxygen desorption peaks around 150K and 600K. From their binding energies, low temperature 

desorption peak is attributed to molecular oxygen and high temperature desorption peak, dissociated 

oxygen. A composite of LSC64 and Ce0.9Gd0.1O2 (GDC) was prepared to test possible contribution 

of gas/electrode/electrolyte triple phase boundary (TPB) and it showed the differences in oxygen 

binding energies between LSC64 and composite. 

 

 

Name �Kota Watanabe 
Laboratory �Kawada /Yahiro Lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M1 
Hometown �Tottori,Japan 
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Oxygen potential simulation with experimental model 

 
For elucidation of deterioration mechanism and physical property of SOFC, it is important to grasp 

oxygen potential distribution. However, it is difficult to grasp it by electrochemical measurement 

because the method measures current and voltage between electrode. So, if I grasp internal state of 

cell model by simulation, it will be a great help to the elucidation. Therefore, to improve simulation 

that is able to simulate experimental model, I make the Ni-pattern electrode model that is suitable for 

simulation with FEM soft, and calculate oxygen potential in this model by simulation code created 

by Muramatsu et al. 
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Name �Junichi Kawamura 
Laboratory �Solid State Ion Physics 
Course �Tagenken 
Hometown �Naganoken 
Hobby �Play with cat & dog 

 
Self Introduction of Junichi Kawamura 

I was born in Betsho onsen in Nagano prefecture, which is now in Ueda city famous for 
the TV drama Sanada-maru last year. Ueda high school was in the part of the Ueda 
cassle. I entered Hokkaido university in Sapporo 1972 and lived in a unfamous classical 
domitory Keiteki-ryo. I graduated from the chemistry II department in facuty of Science, 
and was working there till 1999. On 2000 I moved to Tohoku university in Katahira. 
My major field is the ”physics and chemicsty of ionic transport phenomena in 
condensed matter; solid, liquid and glass.  Yoroshiku onegai shimasu! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name �Naoaki Kuwata 
Laboratory �Kawamura Lab. 
Course �Associate Professor 
Hometown �Sendai and Tokyo 
Hobby �Pokémon GO and running 
 

 
We are studying all-solid-state thin-film lithium batteries. Recently I am interested in 

the lithium diffusion coefficient in the mixed conductors measured by SIMS, and the 
relationship between lithium diffusion and electronic state. We also study diffusion 
measurement of Li ions in a single crystal using PFG-NMR. 
 



 
Name �DORAI ARUNKUMAR 
Laboratory �Kawamura Laboratory 
Course �Assistant Professor 
Hometown �Tamilnadu, INDIA 
Hobby �Listening Music, Driving 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Name �Ishigaki 
Laboratory �Kawamura 
Course �D2 
Hometown �Hyougo 
Hobby �Hot Springs 
 
 

 
Local structure of 5-V-class cathode LiCoMnO4 thin film by soft X-ray absorption 

fine structure 
The charge/ discharge reaction of the 5V class cathode material LiCoMnO4 which is attracting 

attention as a positive electrode material of next generation type lithium ion secondary battery 

are studied by soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy. In this study, the relationship between 

reaction mechanisms and Co, Mn, and O in Li1.3CoMnO4 thin film were examined. As a result, 

the capacity of the 4V region associated Mn, Co redox couple and the capacity of 5V reign 

associated Co, O redox couple. 
 
 
 
 
 



Name �Masakatsu Nakane 
Laboratory �Kawamura Lab. 
Course �Physics, D1 
Hometown �Japan 
Picture �Yokohama 
 

 
Lithium diffusion coefficient in LiMn2O4 thin film measured by SIMS 

  LiMn2O4 has been researched actively as a cathode material of a lithium-ion battery 
because of its safety and rich abundance. It is known that LiMn2O4 has spinel-structure 
and 8a-16c-8a three-dimensional Li transport path. In this study, a 6LiMn2O4 pellet was 
prepared by solid-phase synthesis as a target and 6LiMn2O4 thin film was deposited by 
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method using ArF excimer laser. Through Li exchange 
by cyclic voltammetry and dipping into electrolytic solution, 6Li-rich and 7Li-rich parts 
of the thin film were prepared. After heat treatment, interdiffusion of Li isotopes was 
occurred. At room temperature, different Li isotopic ratio was prepared in the thin film 
by dipping it into electrolytic solution. Li isotopic ratio was determined by secondary 
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). 

 
Name �Daiki Maeda 
Laboratory �Kawamura Lab 
Course �Physics M2 
Hometown �Saitama, Japan 
Hobby �Sleeping 
 

 
Lithium Tracer Diffusion Coefficients in LixMn2O4 thin films 

Spinel-type LixMn2O4 is a typical cathode material for lithium ion battery. The lithium 
diffusion in the LixMn2O4 is an important factor determining the electrochemical 
property of the battery. In this study, thin film samples with different composition were 
prepared and the lithium tracer diffusion coefficient was measured by secondary ion 
mass spectrometry (SIMS) which can analyze the concentration ratio of isotopes of 6Li 
and 7Li.The diffusion coefficient was estimated to be 10 -14 to 10-13 cm2/s for LixMn2O4 
(x = 0.1 to 0.9). The order of the tracer diffusion coefficient agreed with that obtained 
by electrochemical method. This shows the validity of the tracer diffusion coefficient 
measurement by SIMS. 
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Name �Gen HASEGAWA 
Laboratory �Kawamura Lab. 
Course �Physics, M2 
Hometown �Niigata, Japan 
Hobby �Skiing 
 

 
Composition dependence of Li self-diffusion coefficient in LixCoO2 thin films 

measured by secondary ion mass spectrometry 
Diffusion coefficient of lithium in a positive electrode material is important because it 
dominated charge-discharge behavior of lithium battery. However, the diffusion 
coefficient in LixCoO2 has never been measured by the direct method for diffusion 
measurement. In this study, we established a direct method for measuring the diffusion 
coefficient of the LixCoO2. We measured the time dependence of amount of isotope 
exchange by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). The isotope exchange was 
performed between the LixCoO2 thin films and liquid electrode. We succeeded in 
obtaining the self-diffusion coefficient of the LixCoO2 thin films by this method. 
 



Oishi Lab. 
Name Masatsugu Oishi 
Laboratory Oishi Lab. 
Course Mechanical Science,  

Graduate School of Technology, 
Industrial and Social Science  

   Tokushima University 
Hometown Shizuoka 
Hobby Touring 

 
M-Oishi Laboratory/ Tokushima University 

 
Researches on the environmentally friendly-energy conversion devices which 

achieve high-efficiency energy conversion such as storage batteries, fuel cells and solid-
state lightings, with the goal of contributing to the global environmental problems.  
    Our study is based on solid-state chemistry, thermodynamics, and electrochemistry. 
We are working to elucidate the transportation dynamics of ions / electrons in the solid-
state ions, and their correlation with the electronic structure is evaluated using 
spectroscopic techniques such as synchrotron radiations. 
Topics: 
	Li-rich layered oxide materials as a high-capacity positive electrode for Lithium Ion 
Secondary Batteries (LIBs). 
	Mechanical properties of positive materials for LIBs. 
	Protonation mechanisms of perovskite-type oxides in Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 
(SOFCs). 
	Thermal stability of (oxy)nitride phosphors for White-LEDs (LED). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Name   ��Keichiro Mitani         
Laboratory  � Oishi lab              
Course  � Mechanical Engineering 
             Graduate School of Advanced Technology 
� � � � � �  and Science, Tokushima University, M1 
Hometown� ��Osaka  �� 
Hobby  � Fishing   

 
 

Evaluation of mechanical properties of layered oxide electrode materials  
for all solid-state lithium ion secondary batteries 

 

All solid-state batteries gather notice as the innovative battery 
due to its potential for a high energy density. They have the potential 
to simultaneously acquire safety and high capacity since the 
flammable organic electrolyte is not used, and cell can be thin and 
piled. However, the all solid-state batteries are essentially affected by 
the mechanical load of contraction/expansion due to temperature 
change and redox reaction. It can cause distortion and cracking, and 
leading to a breakdown of the batteries. In this study, Young's 
modulus and breaking strength of conventional layered positive 
electrode materials of lithium ion secondary batteries were evaluated 
by a small punch test. The relationships between relative density and 
breaking strength, and Young's modulus and breaking strength are 
discussed in detail. 
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Name �Takahisa Omata 
Laboratory �Omata lab. 
Course �IMRAM, Professor 
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Name �Takuya Yamaguchi 
Laboratory �Omata Lab. 
Course �Environmental studies 
Hometown �Hiraka, Osaka 
Hobby �Playing musical instruments; 
              clarinet, ocarina, saxophone 

 
The effect of alkaline earth ion species on the proton mobility in phosphate glasses 
 
The effect of alkaline earth ion species on the proton mobility in phosphate glasses was 
studied. Proton conducting phosphate glasses were prepared by the electrochemical 
substitution of sodium ions in 35NaO1/2–5RO–3NbO5/2–3LaO3/2–2GeO2–2BO3/2–
50PO5/2 glasses (R: Mg and Ba) with protons. The Ba-glass exhibits approximately 
twice higher mobility than the Mg-glass. Based on IR spectra in νOH region and O 1s 
and P 2p XPS spectra, the higher mobility in the Ba-glass was attributed to the weaker 
O-H bondings which came from the relatively high ionic Ba-O bondings as compared to 
the Mg-O bondings. 
 

Name �Ayako Kakinuma 
Laboratory �Omata lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M2 
Hometown �Kuki, Saitama 
Hobby �Drinking Japanese sake 
 

 
Fabrication of �-NaGaO2 thin film by Mist-CVD method 

 
β-CuGaO2 is an only material among the oxide semiconductors capable to realize highly 
efficient thin-film solar cell. Because β-CuGaO2 is a metastable phase, it is synthesized 
by ion-exchange of precursor β-NaGaO2; therefore, high-quality β-NaGaO2 film is 
necessary to fabricate β-CuGaO2 films applicable to thin-film solar cells. Although 
β-NaGaO2 thin-films were previously fabricated by using rf-magnetron sputtering and 
electron-beam evaporation, the composition and morphology of the films obtained were 
not sufficient. In this study, we built mist-CVD deposition system and studied 
fabrication of β-NaGaO2 films using this system in order to realize stoichiometric 
composition and flat and smooth morphology. 
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Name �Sayuri Takemura 
Laboratory �Omata lab. 
Course �Environmental Studies, M1 
Hometown �Toyama, Japan 
Hobby �Traveling and playing the flute 

 
Fabrication of �-NaGaO2 thin film by Mist-CVD method 

 
β-CuGaO2 is an only material among the oxide semiconductors capable to realize highly 
efficient thin-film solar cell. Because β-CuGaO2 is a metastable phase, it is synthesized 
by ion-exchange of precursor β-NaGaO2; therefore, high-quality β-NaGaO2 film is 
necessary to fabricate β-CuGaO2 films applicable to thin-film solar cells. Although 
β-NaGaO2 thin-films were previously fabricated by using rf-magnetron sputtering and 
electron-beam evaporation, the composition and morphology of the films obtained were 
not sufficient. In this study, we built mist-CVD deposition system and studied 
fabrication of β-NaGaO2 films using this system in order to realize stoichiometric 
composition and flat and smooth morphology. 
 

Name �Masataka Tashiro 
Laboratory  �Omata lab. 
Course �Master course(1st grade) 
Hometown  �Omiya, Saitama 
Hobby �Playing the violin and soccer 
  

Reduction the ohmic resistance of proton conducting phosphate glass  
by thinning the glass 

 
36HO1/2-4NbO5/2-2BaO-4LaO3/2-4GeO2-1BO3/2-49PO5/2 glass is one of the proton 
conducting phosphate glasses that is fabricated using the electrochemical substitution of 
sodium ions with protons. The glass exhibits stable proton conductivity of 1×10-3 Scm-1 
at 280 ºC for 500 h under hydrogen atmosphere. The conductivity is comparatively high, 
but is not sufficient for fuel cell application; therefore, thickness of the glass electrolyte 
has to be reduced down to 10~20 µm in order to reduce ohmic resistance of the 
electrolyte when the fuel cell is built up using the glass as an electrolyte. In this study, 
we studied conditions, i.e., temperature and time, to fabricate thin glass electrolyte by 
pressing at high temperature. 



Name �Yuji Okuyama 
Laboratory �Okuyama group in University of 

Miyazaki 
Job �Associate Professor 
Course �Environmental Robotics 
Hometown �Aichi 
Hobby �Fishing, Drive 

 
Our laboratory was started three year ago in University of Miyazaki. We focuses on 

hydrogen energy system and develops the technology of hydrogen production and 
power generation in order to contribute the establishment of the sustainable society. We 
develop the proton-conducting ceramics. For example, the effects of cation mixing and 
of the synthesis temperature on the incorporation and conduction of proton are 
examined to design the proton-conducting oxides with superior performance. The 
electrochemical device such as fuel cell, electrolysis cell, and sensor will then be 
developed using the proton conducing oxide.  

 
Name �Shogo Kato 
Laboratory �Okuyama group 
Course � Mechanical Systems and 

Informatic Course 
Hometown �Miyazaki 
Hobby �Plastic Model 

 
Title 

Cation size effect on proton conductivity of Ln0.9Sr0.1InO3-δ� (Ln = La, Nd, Sm, 
Gd) 
Abstract  

In order to clarify the effect of the cation size on proton transport properties, the 
electrical conductivity and the proton concentration of Ln0.9Sr0.1InO3-δ (Ln = La, Nd, Sm, 
Gd) were measured by impedance analysis and thermogravimetric analysis. The 
proton/deuteron isotope effect on the conductivity of Ln = La, Nd, Sm, Gd were 
observed below 973 K. The proton concentration of Ln =La, Nd, Sm was independent 
on the ionic radius of Ln at 873 K. The conductivity of Ln = La was the largest in 
Ln0.9Sr0.1InO3-δ(Ln = La, Nd, Sm, Gd). It was found that the cation size have an effect 
on the migration of proton. 

Okuyama Lab. 



Name �Keishi Abe 
Laboratory �Okuyama group 
Course �Mechanical Systems and  

Informatic Course 
Hometown �Miyazaki  
Hobby �Bathing 

Title 
Performance of protonic ceramic fuel cells using proton-conducting oxide 

Abstract  
Proton-conducting oxide has attracted the attention as a solid electrolyte of the 

protonic ceramic fuel cell (PCFC) because of the low operation temperature. However, 
proton conducting oxide show a hole conduction under oxidization atmosphere and it 
causes lowering of the generation efficiency.  

In order to clarify the effect of hole conduction for protonic ceramic fuel cell, the the 
ohmic loss in electrolyte were calculated for various polarization condition. The hole 
conduction was found to have an influence at low current. The calculated ohmic loss 
was agreement with the experimental value of the fuel cell at 1073 K.  

 
Name �Kazuya Kuwasako 
Laboratory �Okuyama group 
Course �Environmental Robotics 
Hometown �Kagoshima 
Hobby �Electronic Guitar 
 

Title 
Responsibility and stability of the electromotive force for hydrogen sensor using 
proton-conducting oxide 
Abstract  
SrZrO3 doped with Mn is potential material as the electrolyte of the hydrogen sensor. A 
hydrogen sensor using this material that required no reference gas having a known 
hydrogen concertation could be developed [1]. In previous study, it was found that Mn-
doped SrZrO3 has low mechanical strength and low responsibility of electromotive 
force (EMF). To improvement of the responsibility of hydrogen sensor, the effect of an 
additive on the EMF of the concentration cell using Mn-doped SrZrO3 were examined 
at temperature range of 673 K-1073 K. 
[1]Y. Okuyama et al., RSC Advances 6(2016)34019-34026. 
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Name �Akira Takano 
Laboratory �Takamura lab. 
Course �Materials Science and Engineering 
Hometown �Niigata 
Hobby �Computer programming 
 

 
Preparation and lithium-ion conduction of lithium hydro-closo-borates 

 
Recently, lithium hydro-closo-borates have been focused on as new hydride-based 
electrolyte for all-solid-state lithium secondary battery with cage-like large anion. One 
of lithium hydro-closo-borates, Li2B12H12 shows different lithium-ion conductive 
property depends on synthesis method; however, the origin of difference hasn't been 
investigated systematically. In this study, effects of defects on lithium-ion conduction in 
lithium hydro-closo-borates were investigated by spectroscopic analyses and 
electrochemical measurements. 
 
 
 
 

Name �Yoshiaki Hayamizu 
Laboratory �Takamura Lab. 
Course �Materials Science 
Hometown �Mitaka. Tokyo 
Hobby �Cycling 
 

 
The oxygen permeation properties of surface-modified  
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ membrane at low temperatures 

     The oxygen permeation through mixed conducting oxides, such as 
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF), has been attracting much interest. For a large oxygen 
permeation flux, we have developed a BSCF thin membrane by employing the spin 
coating technique and applied various porous layers on the permeation side surface to 
enhance the surface exchange reaction. The sample with BSCF porous layer showed 
highest permeation flux in the temperature range of 500°C to 725°C, while Pd 
infiltration into the BSCF layer did not improve the flux further. The effects of other 
surface modifications and further discussions from the electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy will be given in the poster. 



Name �Akihiro ISHII 
Laboratory �Takamura lab. 
Course �Materials Science, D2 
Hometown �Sapporo, Hokkaido 
Hobby �Watching comedy TV programs 
 

 
Development of Novel Semiconductor Showing large DOS 

 in the Vicinity of Its Band Gap 
 
A semiconductor showing large DOS (density of states) at its valence band maximum 
(VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) has a potential to be a strong light 
absorber and a RedOx center because the large number of electrons can transit from 
VBM to CBM at this situation. This electronic structure is realized if both of VBM and 
CBM are composed of d or f orbitals. Now this study focuses on [Cu1+, Ag1+]-[Sc3+, Y3+, 
Ce4+, Lu3+]-O ternary materials, and is challenging to prepare these materials using 
pulsed laser deposition. Experimental and calculation results will be discussed. 
 

 
 
Name �Hibiki Ishijima 
Laboratory �Takamura Lab 
Course �Material science M2 
Hometown �Soka, Saitama 
Hobby �Kendama 
 

 
Morphology control and conductivity enhancement in oxides by using molten 

carbonate  
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) has attracted much attention as a new energy conversion 
device. However, Some problems such as its high operation temperature and 
manufacturing difficulties are obstacles to a practical application. These problems are 
caused mainly by a solid electrolyte, which shows low conductivity at low temperature 
and need high temperature to be densified. Then I focus on the use of molten carbonate 
as a sintering aid. It was reported that carbonate is a good sintering aid and strongly 
enhances grain growth of oxides. I will discuss the effects of molten carbonate in the 
case of Sm-doped Ceria(SDC). 
 

 



Name �Yukio Cho 
Laboratory �Takamura Lab 
Course �M2 
Hometown �Saitama 
Hobby �Soccer, Swimming, Motorbike 
 

Preparation of N-type Mixed Ionic-Electronic Conductor based on Donor-Doped 
Oxygen Deficient Perovskite-type Oxides  

Reducing the operating temperature of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) has been demanded 
for a decade: a high cathode polarization resistance, due to slow oxygen surface 
exchange kinetics, becomes one of the greatest obstacles at the intermediate temperature 
regime. Recently, the surface exchange kinetics of SrTi1-xFexO3-δ is found to be 
governed by the concentration of excited electrons in the conduction band, which 
suggests the potential superiority of n-type mixed oxide ionic conductor (MIEC) as a 
cathode materials. However, a stable n-type MIEC for SOFC cathode is rare since the n-
type and oxide-ion conductivities are difficult to coexist in high pO2 regime such as in 
air. In the previous study of our group, a predominant n-type MIEC, which is stable in 
oxidizing and high temperature regime, was successfully prepared from donor-doped 
Ba2In2O5. In this research, the oxygen surface exchange properties of Ba0.9Nd0.1In1-

xMnxO3-δ is investigated and the possibility of novel n-type MIEC is explored based on 
donor-doped oxygen-deficient perovskite-type oxides. 
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Electrical conductivity of acceptor-doped BaZrO3 prepared under high pressure 

 Proton conducting BaZrO3 is a candidate electrolyte for intermediate-temperature solid 
oxide fuel cells. Low binding energy between proton and acceptor ion is one of the 
factors to improve proton conductivity. Therefore, large acceptor ion such as Gd ion is 
preferred as dopant; however some of Gd ions substitute not Zr sites as acceptors but Ba 
sites as donors. Site selectivity will be improved with reduction of its ionic radius. In 
this study, high-pressure synthesis of Gd-doped BaZrO3 was conducted and its electrical 
conductivity was measured. By comparison with Sc, Y-doped BaZrO3, high-pressure 
effect on their electrical conductivity was discussed. And hydration state was also 
discussed. 
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Preparation and oxygen storage capacity of MFe2O4-added  

CeO2-ZrO2 composites (M = Co, Mn) 
Abstract 
Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 (CZ55) has high oxygen storage capacity (OSC) and the OSC was 
improved by the use of MnFe2O4 (MFO) and CoFe2O4 (CFO) showing high electronic 
conductivity. However, its volume fraction has not been optimized yet and kinetics at 
low temperature has not improved. So, purpose of my study is to optimize volume 
fraction of MFO and CFO in CZ55 and to investigate the influence of impregnation of 
Pd on kinetics of CZ55-CFO. The contribution of CZ55 to OSC in CZ55-CFO and the 
influence of Pd to CZ55-CFO were discussed. 
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